It was great to have Marty Ogle, the MJR Coordinator, spend the day with Grade 6 students. Marty inspired students to be thankful for their life and grateful for the people who support them, such as family and friends. Students enjoyed playing team building games and spending time learning how to be a positive role model.

Prep enjoyed the last gymnastics session on Thursday and we thank Emma Fleming for being an excellent instructor and giving up her time to provide a great experience!

Gotcha in action!

Noah and Zeke play a game of soccer safely.

Brodie helped carry Mr Jackson’s classroom resources from the car.

MPower Girls Grade 3 & 4 workshops

We learn from each other
FRIENDSHIP

We need to treasure our friendships really well. Our friends are very important to us. They help us get through the day and make you have a smile on your face!

Sporting achievements
Well done to the staff netball team who participated in their first game last Monday, which was a very frosty evening! The game was very competitive and fast paced. Although we lost the last quarter we put up a good fight and next week we are looking forward to a tight match now we have run in our legs!

Happy Chappy of the Week!
Summer has a contagious smile. She makes people feel welcome and very happy!